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A. N. Black and R. V. Southwell attem pted in the original relaxation papers (Southwell 1935 a, b) , but that the arguments there given are open to objection. The simple proof now given ( § § 3-4) appears to be satisfactory, and it permits a generalization (2) which greatly widens the scope of the relaxation method. The examples mentioned under (3) point to applications in other im portant fields of engineering, while the problem treated under heading (4) seems to be of interest not only in itself, but especially as indicating potentialities of the relaxation method in relation to problems such as the question of hydrodynamic stability, where similar difficulties are presented by the occurrence of " non-energetic " terms in the governing equations (Chitty and Southwell 1930, III, § § 12-14) .
I. On the convergence of the relaxation process
2. The basis of the relaxation method as originally applied to frameworks is the idea th at in any specified problem, although it may be difficult to obtain the exact solution, it is easy to calculate the forces which must be applied in order to maintain specified displacements. Accordingly we imagine th a t rigid constraints hold all the joints fixed initially, before the specified forces are applied: subsequently, one constraint is " relaxed" in a direction such th a t the whole or part of its external force is transferred to the framework and through it to adjacent constraints, and the procedure is repeated for other constraints. A table of " standard operations", con structed as a first step, enables us to keep account of the displacements and forces entailed by each relaxation. Attention is focused on the " residual" forces (i.e. forces still acting on the constraints), the aim throughout being to reduce these everywhere to zero.
Problems of self-straining (Southwell 1935 §2) can be brought within the scope of the method. For when the members of a framework are not so proportioned th at they will all fit together without straining, we can calculate forces which will give them such strains th at they will fit, and we can start from a " datum configuration" in which these forces are operative and entail (for equilibrium) equal and opposite forces on the constraints. Such parts of the latter as do not cancel in the assembled framework may now be regarded as external forces and liquidated by relaxation as before.* 3. To show th at the relaxation procedure, pursued systematically, gives results converging steadily towards the required solution, it is only necessary to observe th at at each step, if positive work is done on the relaxed constraint, the total energy of the system (i.e. elastic strain-energy stored in the frame-
4.
The simplest example is provided by a plane pin-jointed framework. Here, in the notation of previous papers (Southwell 1933, §7) the total strain-energy is given by
Em denoting a summation which extends to every member. is a con stant defining the elastic properties of the member which connects B, and uA, vA are the (small) displacements of the joint A from its position in the unstrained configuration.
The total potential energy of the (specified) external forces is given by
Ej denoting a summation which extends to every joint of the framework, and X A,Ya the components in the x and y directions of the force which is applied at A .
Let X A denote the " residual force" ( §2) which acts on the constraint at A. Then initially (when all joints are held fixed) X A = X A, the specified external force at A ; but subsequently (after one or more constraints have been relaxed) a force will also be exerted by the framework. This second force (XA, say) will be equal and opposite to the force exerted by the con straint upon the framework; i.e. (by Castigliano's first theorem) we have Therefore, since --according to (i), ► 
which is one condition for a minimum value of (U+V), is then seen to be a condition of equilibrium at A, since it requires that no force shall be left acting on the corresponding constraint. Since X A is independent of the displacements, we have from (2) Now because strain-energy is a necessarily positive quantity, the coefficients of uA , w|>, ... etc. in U will always be positive, and therefore such differential coefficients as d^U/du^.(For the framework this assertion is exemplified by the first of (4), since the Q ' s of necessity are positive.) Therefor to (6) any residual force can be brought to zero by imposing a displacement having the same direction and sense. This is the basis of the " relaxation" procedure.
Moreover, provided that the displacement is not of such magnitude that the sign of the residual force is changed, it will necessarily involve a decrease in the value of (17+ F), since in that event (2) will be negative.* The greatest possible decrease for a displacement of given type ( uA ) will be obtained by bringing the corresponding force (XA) to zero. Thus the argument of § 3 is confirmed, together with the theorem there quoted that in the equilibrium configuration has a minimum value, -not merely a stationary value, which is all that is stated by equations of type (ii). For we have shown that the value + can be reduced so long as any residual force remains on a constraint, and by a finite amount so long as any residual force is finite: hence it follows that the relaxation process can always be continued until (U + V ) has been brought so near to its absolute minimum that all residual forces are negligible.
II. On the w id er application of the relaxation method

5.
Looking at the method in this way, we see th a t it is applicable to other problems in engineering and in physics. For a framework we have to deter mine th at distribution of joint displacements which (subject to the over riding condition of continuity) entails a minimum value of the total energy, this energy being (by Hooke's law) a quadratic function of the displace ments: by analogy, whenever we want the conditions for a minimum value Qo f parameters uB treat those parameters as " displacements" and proceed exactly as before. "Joint relaxations" will now be changes made, one at a time, in the values of the parameters, and the partial derivatives of Q with respect to the parameters will measure " forces" which the relaxations impose on the constraints. Thus every minimal theorem in mathematical physics provides a fresh application of the relaxation method.
U and V now denoting the quadratic and linear parts of Q, we may write in conformity with (2) of § 4 X A = X A + X A --~ ( P + n -e t c ., A . This problem we can treat in the usual tions of type (4) can be used to calculate the effects of joint displacements, and devices such as " block" and " group displacements" ( §3) can be employed as may be found convenient.
Example 1. Adjustment of errors in a level survey
6.
A simple example is afforded by the problem of adjusting errors in a survey of levels. Let zA, zB, ... stand for the heights above datum level of points A , B, ... for which observations have been made, and let Aab stand for the observed difference of level between A and B,-i.e. more precisely, * To preserve the analogy w e here divide the parameters into classes; but such grouping is not essential, nor (if it is adopted) is the number o f classes in any wayj restricted. f I.e. to the conditions for an absolute minimum of Q. It can usually be proved that Q has only one minimum (cf. footnote, p 449).
the observed rise in passing from A to B. On account of errors of obser vation, the d 's will not all be consistent with any set of values for zA, zB, etc. That is to say, if eAB is the " erro r" in Aab , defined by z abAab -(zb
ml some at least of the e's will be finite whatever values we attach to zA, zB, ...
etc. According to the theory of errors, our problem is to determine values such th at the sum of the squares of the errors, weighted by reference to considerations which do not concern us here, shall have its minimum value. Initially the z's are unknown, the zl's are specified.
In the elastic analogue ( § 5), the z's may be regarded as displacements imposed by specified external forces upon a number of yokes or collars ( fig. 1 ), which can slide without friction on a straight bar having the direction A a a a a a a a a B r
Oz, and which are connected by springs having elastic properties propor tionate to the " weight factors" : our problem is to determine the configura tion of equilibrium. Alternatively we may suppose th a t initially the springs M have such lengths th a t they cannot all be fitted into place without straining, and th at eAB is the amount by which the unstrained length (Aa b ) of the n <c spring connecting A and B exceeds the distance (zB -zA) between those points: then the required configuration is one of self-straining without external forces, which ( § 2) can be brought within the scope of the relaxation method.* A problem of greater complexity (and as such providing an even more useful application of the relaxation method) is provided by a " triangulation survey" . Here the observations made at every point of a network are the angular bearings of other points in relation to the " zero" of the horizontal circle of the theodolite, which zero is given a purely arbitrary orientation. Two co-ordinates determine the position of any point, and these can be altered independently in the process of adjustment. On account of obser vational errors no one set of values can be found for the co-ordinates which is entirely consistent with the observations: our problem is to assign values to the co-ordinates such th a t the sum of the squares of the consequent " errors" (weighted by reference to considerations which do not concern us here) shall have its minimum value. Let xA, yA and xB, yB be values assigned to the co-ordinates of two points A and B of the network, and let the consequent bearing of B at A be measured from a fixed reference direction OR. As stated above, the bearing of B in relation to A was measured from a reference direction which is un known. If we assign a value Xa (fig-2 ) to the unkn reference direction and the fixed direction OR, the " error" in the observed bearing of B { fAB, say) will be given by eAB -$ a b~AB ( 
8)
By assigning a suitable value to
Xa we could make eAB value must be taken in the similar expressions for eAC, ... etc., and accordingly Xa -> as web as xA, yA, xB, yB, is a variable parameter in the minimal problem. The < fi's are specified, and the 6 ' s can be expressed in terms o 8. The " framework analogue" of this problem does not present itself in practice. But we can visualize an assemblage of rigid bars, slotted to receive pins which form the joints ( fig. 3) , and sliding smoothly on those pins; and we can suppose that each pin carries a rigid member fig. 3 ) connected by spring constraints to every bar which slides upon that pin. We may postulate that each spring constraint (one is indicated diagrammatically in fig. 3 ) tends to preserve a definite angle ^ between the directions of A and of the bar to which it is connected: the angle may in fact have a different value, but if so strain-energy will be stored in the spring. Since A is connected with a number of bars all sliding on its pin, although it is free to rotate it cannot (in general) assume an orientation such that none of the springs is strained. B y Castigliano's second theorem it will assume an orien tation Xa >relative to some fixed direction Ox, such that the total strainenergy has its minimum value: and if d is the orientation, relative to Ox, of any member connected with it, the strain-energy stored in the corresponding spring will be proportional to {< /> -(6 -Xa )}2> the constant depending on the weight factor, as in § 6. Again the elastic analogue of our problem is a self-strained system.
Relaxation methods applied to engineering problems 
where I A stands for the current supplied to A from outside. Now the heat generated in A B will be measured by KAB(vA -vB)2, and hence the total generation of heat is given by
Em denoting a summation extending to every conductor in the network. Also, if the current IA is supplied to A from an outside sour potential v0, the energy thereby expended will be measured by / 4(v4 -r 0), and hence the total energy expended will be measured bŷ
We see th a t (9) is a condition for a minimum value of
So U is the total strain-energy, V the total potential energy of the external forces, in the elastic analogue which we obtain by interpreting the v's as displacements, the V s as external forces, and the K 's as " spring constants" or " influence coefficients" . Corresponding with the theorem of minimum total energy in the elastic analogue, we can enunciate a minimal theorem relating to the generation of heat by electric currents (the " Joule effect" : Jeans 1923, §355) as follows: In a network of conductors to which specified currents are supplied at two or more nodal points * the actual distribution of steady currents is such that the total generation of heat, less twice the energy expended in supplying the specified currents from a source at datum potential, has its minimum value consistent with the satisfaction of Kirchhoff's second law.
* The algebraic sum of the currents must be zero, in order that Kirchhoff's laws m ay be satisfied.
10.
The foregoing is to be distinguished from a more familiar theorem relating to the Joule elfect (Jeans 1923, § 358) : When a system of steady cur rents flows through a network of conductors containing batteries of which the electromotive forces are specified, the currents are so distributed that the total generation of heat, less twice the output of energy from the batteries, has its minimum value consistent with the satisfaction law. This, in the elastic analogue of §9, is Castigliano's second theorem. For if as before the electric potentials are interpreted as displacements and the K 's as " spring constants" , and if now the electromotive force EAB of the battery in any link A Bo f the network is interpreted as the amount ( -A by which the length of the corresponding spring A B exceeds the distance between the points in the datum configuration which it has to connect (cf. § 6), then for consistency the current which flows from A to B, and which is measured by K AB(VA -VB + E Ab )i must be interpreted as the thrust ( -P )to which the spring A B is subjected in a strained configuration; and if 2 Qi s the quantity (total heat generation -twice the energy output from the batteries), i.e. if = (total strain-energy stored in the elastic system) -Bm [PA], which is required in Castigliano's second theorem to have a minimum value (Southwell 1923, §7) .
Ju st as, in th a t theorem, the variations of Q are restricted by conditions of equilibrium (the analogue of Kirchhoff's first law) and compatibility of displacements is not realized in any but the correct configuration (Southwell 1936a, §2), so in the electrical theorem only the correct distribution of current satisfies Kirchhoff's second law, i.e. gives a single value for the potential of every nodal point (Jeans 1923, § 346) . The theorem of § 9 lends itself more readily to calculation by relaxation methods, and a network of which some or all links contain batteries can be readily treated. Starting with the assumption th a t the whole e.m.f. of each battery is utilized in passing current through the resistance of its own associated " lin k " , we can obtain a datum configuration in which calculable currents enter or leave the network a t its nodal points. Then we have merely to calculate and superpose the effects of neutralizing currents supplied a t the nodal points.
Q =
then in the elastic analogue Q will stand for the quantity III. E x te n sio n of the rela xa tio n m ethod to " g yrostatic" systems
11.
We now consider the more difficult problem in which alternating current flows through a network characterized by self-induction and/or capacity. This as relating to sinusoidal current of constant frequency closely resembles the problem of stress-distribution in a plane pin-jointed framework; but the differences are such as to necessitate, in particular instances, a complete revision of the relaxation technique. and the conditions of equilibrium can be w ritten in the form of (12). But whereas in the elastic problem Maxwell's reciprocal theorem requires th a t
so th at (vA -vB) in the first of (13) has the same coefficient as (uA -uB) in the second, in equations (11) the coefficients, though equal in magnitude, have opposite signs', and in consequence, whilst in the elastic problem the equations (12) of equilibrium are conditions for a stationary value of the total potential energy ( U + V),which has its minimum value in the configuration, equations (11) and (12) are conditions for a stationary value of the function
which, in the required configuration, is a minimum as regards variations in the u ' s, but a maximum as regards variations in the v's.
Example 4. Partition of alternating current in an inductive network
12.
No feature of the relaxation process will be altered by reason of the circumstance th a t Maxwell's relations (14) are not satisfied, and in general, suitably applied,* it will lead quickly to the required solution. Occasionally, however, it will fail by giving divergent results, and then a different procedure will be necessary. As an example which yields to the standard treatm ent we shall calculate the amplitude and phase of the current which will pass through the network shown in fig. 4 when an alternating potential difference of 1 volt is applied to the nodal points A, E. (The analogous problem in relation to a plane framework would be to determine the effects of imposing a relative displacement on two nodal points.)
The vector admittances of the different links, calculated for the particular frequency of the applied potential difference, will be taken to have values as under:
A B , 101-50+J 79T2 BD, 1-78 + j 6-88'
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13.
Adopting the procedure suggested at the end of § 10, we first suppose th a t the vector potential of A is 1 and th a t C, D are at zero potential. Then the currents passing from A along the links will be given respectively by + j79-12) , IAC = (7 -5 8
and no current will flow in any other link of the circuit. By addition we deduce th a t (to make the assumed potentials correct) a current of amount (121-2668-10) will have to be supplied to A from outside: currents IAB, IAC, IA D will then leave the network a t B, C and D respectively. Actually no current passes to or from the network at or Therefore we must superpose on the assumed potentials those which would result it currents I B,Ic , ID, equal respectively to IAD as given supplied at B, C, D and allowed to leave the network a t A and E, the latter points being held a t zero potential. In the framework analogue these are initial values of the " forces on the con straints", and they have now to be " liquidated" by the imposition of suit able displacements (actually, vector potentials) at B , C and D, but not at A and E.
14.
Next we derive a table of standard operations by calculating the changes in the " residual forces" (typified by X A, YA) which result from changes made in any one, singly, of the " displacements" (typified by uA, vA). As in a normal elastic problem ( §4), since the " external forces" (typified by X A, YA) are specified and therefore invariant, the partial differ entials dXB/duA, dYB/duA, ... are identical with d X BjduA, dYB/ According to (11) they will be zero unless B is directly linked with A in the electrical network, and when B is so linked they will have constant values as under:
Here Z A stands (as before) for a summation extending to every nodal point which is directly finked with A . As in § 4, each of these differentials gives the effect on some residual force of some unit displacement, and a displacement of different magnitude will have a proportionate effect. Table II .* The progress of the approximation was estimated by the extent to which X A, -X E and YA, -YE had approached equality: by thirteen operations the values of (XA + X E)/(XA -X E) and of
(Ta + ?e )I(Ta^T e )
were both brought below 1%. (2); and corresponding with the influence coeffi cients defined in equations (3) and (4) we have " quasi-influence coefficients" given by such quantities as
which are analogous with (3). The latter we can insert in a table of standard operations, analogous with Table I; and we can start a relaxation table,  analogous with Table II , by inserting in the first line initial values of the X 's and F 's as given by (22) when all the s and v's are zero. The relaxation procedure will be the same as before, and its convergence may be established by an argument exactly similar to th a t of § § 3 and 4, since by definition (23) the ''quasi-influence coefficients" satisfy reciprocal relations of the type of (14).
18. According to (21)
r f^x -a n
and the differentials in these expressions have constant values typified by (18) 
etc.
Combined with (22) and (23), these expressions show th a t the " quasi forces " are linear in th e n 's and v's and th a t the " quasi-influence coefficients have constant values. Thus they justify the assumptions which were made (tacitly) in § 17.
19.
Using the formulae (25) we can deduce the new table of standard operations (Table III) from an operations table of the normal kind (Table I ). In the latter {q.v.) columns and lines are so arranged th at the same number relates to a " corresponding" force and displacement (Southwell 1936 § 28) : thus line 2 relates to a displacement uc, and column 2 to the residual force X c . Let the new table be arranged in conformity, so th at (for example) line 2 relates to uc and column 2 to X c ; and suppose th at we want to calculate dX 0/duB, the entry appropriate to line 1, column 2 (or, since reciprocal relations are satisfied, to line 2, column 1). Observing that in Table I the entries in lines 1 and 2 of the column appropriate to any force are the values of dXjduB and dX/duc respectively, we deduce from this purpose we must sum the products of such entries for all columns of Table I which relate to forces included within the summation X (j). Such [ columns are distinguished by heavy vertical rulings in Table I: in Table III nothing is gained by retaining other columns, which accordingly have been left blank. Proceeding as described, we have as the appropriate entry in line 1, column 2 and in line 2, column 1 of Table 
